We study the asymptotic expansion of the neutral-atom energy as the atomic number Z → ∞, presenting a new method to extract the coefficients from oscillating numerical data. We find that recovery of the correct expansion is an exact condition on the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy that is important for the accuracy of approximate kinetic energy functionals for atoms, molecules and solids, when evaluated on a Kohn-Sham density. For example, this determines the small gradient limit of any generalized gradient approximation, and conflicts somewhat with the standard gradient expansion. Tests are performed on atoms, molecules, and jellium clusters. We also give a modern, highly accurate parametrization of the Thomas-Fermi density of neutral atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ground-state Kohn-Sham (KS) density functional theory (DFT) is a widely-used tool for electronic structure calculations of atoms, molecules, and solids [1] , in which only the density functional for the exchangecorrelation energy, E XC [n], must be approximated. But a direct, orbital-free density functional theory could be constructed if only the non-interacting kinetic energy, T S , were known sufficiently accurately as an explicit functional of the density [2] . Using it would lead automatically to an electronic structure method that scales linearly with the number of electrons N (with the possible exception of the evaluation of the Hartree energy). Thus the KS kinetic energy functional is something of a holy grail of density functional purists, and interest in it has recently revived [3] .
In this work, we exploit the "unreasonable accuracy" of asymptotic expansions [4] , in this case for large neutral atoms, to show that there is a very simple exact condition that approximations to T S must satisfy, if they are to attain high accuracy for total energies of matter. By matter, we mean all atoms, molecules, and solids that consist of electrons in the field of nuclei, attracted by a Coulomb potential. The exact condition is the (known) asymptotic expansion of T S /Z 7/3 for neutral atoms, in powers of Z −1/3 . By careful extrapolation from accurate numerical calculations up to Z ∼ 90, we calculate the coefficients of this expansion. We find that the usual gradient expansion, derived from the slowly-varying gas, but applied to essentially exact densities, yields only a good approximation to these coefficients. Thus, all new approximations should either build in these coefficients, or be tested to see how well they approximate them. We perform several tests, using atoms, molecules, jellium surfaces, and jellium spheres, and analyze two existing approximations. In Ref. [5] , a related method was used to derive the gradient coefficient in modern generalized gradient approximations (GGA's) for exchange. Given this importance of N = Z → ∞ as a condition on functionals, we revisited and improved upon the existing parametrizations of the neutral-atom Thomas-Fermi (TF) density. The second-half of the paper is devoted to testing its accuracy.
II. THEORY AND ILLUSTRATION
For an N -electron system, the Hamiltonian iŝ
whereT is the kinetic energy operator,V ext the external potential, andV ee the electron-electron interaction, respectively. The electron density n(r) yields N = d 3 r n(r), where N is the particle number.
To explain asymptotic exactness, we (re)-introduce the ζ-scaled potential [6] (which is further discussed in Ref. [7] ), given by
where v ext (r) is the external potential, and the ThomasFermi expectation value is V
. In this ζ-scaling scheme, nuclear positions R α and charges Z α of molecules are scaled into ζ −1/3 R α and ζZ α respectively. In a uniform electric field, E → ζ 5/3 E. For neutral atoms, scaling ζ is the same as scaling Z, and this gives Schwinger's asymptotic expansion for the total energy of neutral atoms [4, 8] ,
where c 0 = 0.768745, c 1 = −1/2, c 2 = 0.269900, and Z is the atomic number. This large Z-expansion gives a remarkably good approximation to the Hartree-Fock energy of the neutral atoms, with less than a 10% error for H, and less than 0.5% error for Ne. By the virial theorem for neutral atoms, T = −E, and T ≃ T S to this order in the expansion (since the correlation energy is roughly ∼ Z). Hence, the non-interacting kinetic energy has the following asymptotic expansion.
We say that an approximation to the kinetic energy functional is asymptotically exact to the p-th degree if it can reproduce the exact c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c p . The three displayed terms in Eq. (3) constitute the second-order asymptotic expansion for the total energy of neutral atoms, and we expect that this asymptotic expansion is a better starting point for constructing a more accurate approximation to the kinetic energy functional than the traditional gradient expansion approximation (GEA).
The leading term in Eq. (4) is given exactly by a local approximation to T S (TF theory), but the leading correction is due to higher-order quantum effects, and only approximately given by the gradient expansion evaluated on the exact density. However, these coefficients are vital to finding accurate kinetic energies. Since we know that c 0 Z 7/3 becomes exact as N = Z → ∞, we define ∆T S = T S −c 0 Z 7/3 and investigate ∆T S as a function of Z. How accurate is the asymptotic expansion for ∆T S ? In Figure 1 , we evaluate T S for atoms within the optimized effective potential (OEP) [9] using the exact exchange functional and plot the percentage error in ∆T S , for all atoms and the asymptotic series with just two terms. The series is incredibly accurate, with only a 13% error for N =2 (He), and 14% for N =1. Thus, any approximation that reproduces the correct asymptotic series (up to and including the c 2 term) is likely to produce a highly accurate T S . To demonstrate the power and the significance of this approach, we apply it directly to the first term (where the answer is already known, but perhaps not yet fully appreciated in the DFT community). Using any (all-electron) electronic structure code, one calculates the total energies of atoms for a sequence running down a column. By sticking with a specific column, one reduces the oscillatory contributions across rows, and the alkali-earth column yields the most accurate results. By then fitting the resulting curve of T S /Z 7/3 as a function of Z −1/3 to a parabola, one finds c 0 = 0.7705. Now assume one wishes to make a local density approximation (LDA) to T S , but knows nothing about the uniform electron gas. Dimensional analysis yields [10] 
but does not determine the constant, A S . A similar fitting of I, based on the self-consistent densities evaluated using the OEP exact exchange functional, gives a leading term of 0.2677 Z 7/3 , yielding A S = 2.868. Thus we have deduced the local approximation to the non-interacting kinetic energy.
A careful inspection of the above argument reveals that the uniform electron gas is never mentioned. As N grows, the wavelength of the majority of the particles becomes short relative to the scale on which the potential is changing, loosely speaking, and semiclassical behavior dominates. The local approximation is a universal semiclassical result, which is exact for a uniform gas simply because that system has a constant potential. On the basis of that argument, we know the exact value is A S =(3/10)(3π 2 ) 2/3 = 2.871, demonstrating that (for this case) our result is accurate to about 0.1%. This argument tells us that the reliability of the local approximation is no indicator of how rapidly the density varies. That this argument is correct for neutral atoms was carefully proven by Lieb and Simon in 1973 [11] and later generalized by Lieb to all matter [6] .
The focus of the first part of this paper is on the remaining two known coefficients (c 1 and c 2 ) and how well the GEA performs for them. We evaluate those gradient terms by fitting asymptotic series exactly and we find that the gradient expansion does well, but is not exact. From this information, we develop a modified gradient expansion approximation that reproduces the exact asymptotic coefficients c 1 and c 2 , merely as an illustration of the power of asymptotic exactness. We test it on a variety of systems, finding the expected behavior.
In Section V, we present a parametrization of the TF density which is more accurate than previous parametrizations. The TF density has a simple scaling with Z and becomes relatively exact and slowly-varying for a neutral atom as Z → ∞, breaking down only near the nucleus and in the tail. We compare various quantities of our parametrization with exact values and earlier parametrizations, and analyze the properties of the TF density.
III. LARGE Z METHODOLOGY
We begin with a careful methodology for extracting the asymptotic behavior from highly accurate numerical calculations. Fully numerical DFT calculations were performed using the OPMKS code [12] to calculate the total energies of neutral atoms using the OEP exact exchange functional. The spin-density functional version of T S has been used for all systems [13] . To attain maximum accuracy for c 1 and c 2 , we need to suppress the oscillations which come from the next term, c 3 Z 4/3 . Consider first the OEP results. We investigate the differences between T OEP S /Z 7/3 and c 0 + c 1 Z −1/3 + c 2 Z −2/3 with exact asymptotic coefficients in Figure 2 . We extract 6 data points (Z=24 (Cr), 25 (Mn), 30 (Zn), 31 (Ga), 61 (Pm), and 74 (W)) which have the smallest differences, i.e., nearest to where the curve crosses the horizontal axis. We then make a least-squares fit with a parabolic form in Z −1/3 , ignoring the oscillation term,
Effectively, we solve two linear equations for c 1 and c 2 .
We explicitly include the exact c 0 = 0.768745, since we don't have enough data points to extract c 0 accurately, especially in the region Z −1/3 < 0.2. It is important to control the behavior of the fitting line at Z → ∞. This fitting yields a good estimate of c 1 = −0.5000 and c 2 = 0.2702, with error less than 1%. This demonstrates the accuracy of our method for c 1 and c 2 (by construction).
We repeat the same procedure to extract c 1 and c 2 coefficients of TF and second-and fourth-order GEA's which are given by
and [2, 14, 15] :
These gradient corrections to the local approximation are given by
and
where τ TF (r), s(r), and q(r) are defined as
and k F (r) = (3π 2 n(r)) 1/3 . We have also applied this procedure to both T (2) and T (4) . Since the asymptotic expansions of these energies begin at Z 2 , we extract only a c 1 and a c 2 for each using the following equations:
These results are also included in Table I , and are of course consistent with our results from Eq. (6).
IV. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
To understand the meaning of the above results, begin with the values of c 1 . We have combined the results of the T (2) and T (4) fits with that of the T TF fit to produce the asymptotic coefficients of T GEA2 and T GEA4 . We check that these combinations produce the same coefficients in Table I which are found from the direct fitting of T GEA2 and T GEA4 using Eq. (6). The exact value of c 1 is −1/2. We see that the local approximation (TF) gives a good estimate, −0.66. Then the second-order gradient expansion yields −0.54, reducing the error by a factor of 5. Finally, the fourth-order gradient expansion yields −0.52, a further improvement, yielding only a 4% error in its approximation to the Scott correction [16] .
For c 2 , the gradient expansion is less useful. The exact result is 0.27, while the TF approximation overestimates this as 0.39. The GEA2 result is only slightly reduced (0.34), and the fourth-order correction has the wrong sign.
To understand how important these results can be, we consider how exchange and correlation functionals are constructed. Often, such constructions begin from the GEA, which is then generalized to include (in an approximate way) all powers of a given gradient. For slowly varying densities, it is considered desirable to recover the GEA result. But we have seen here how this conflicts with the asymptotic expansion, and in Ref [5] , it was shown how the asymptotic expansion is more significant to energies of real materials, and how successful GGA's for atoms and molecules well-approximate the large-Z asymptotic result, not the slowly-varying gas.
Atoms: To illustrate this point, we construct here a trivial modified gradient expansion, MGEA2, designed to have the correct asymptotic coefficients, in so far as is possible. Thus
The enhancement coefficient has been chosen to make c
= −1/2 exactly. In Table II , we list the results of several different approximations for the alkali-earth atoms. Because the GEA2 error passes through 0 around Z=8, its errors are artificially low.
We can repeat this exercise for the fourth order, requiring both c 1 and c 2 be exact. Now we find:
841T (4) [n] (16) i.e., strongly modified gradient coefficients. This is somewhat arbitrary, as there are several terms in T (4) , and there's no real reason to keep their ratios the same as in GEA (Eq. (10)). However, the results of Table II and Figure 3 speak for themselves. The resulting functional is better than either GEA for all the alkali-earths. Of course, the exact T S is positive for any density, as are the terms T TF , T (2) and T (4) of the GEA. Eq. (16) however can be improperly negative for rapidly-varying densities, and so is not suitable for general use. Molecules: The improvement in total kinetic energies is not just confined to atoms. Also, for non-interacting kinetic energies of molecules, using the data in Ref. [17] , Eq. (16) gives better average of the absolute errors in hartree (0.6) than T TF (9.4), T GEA2 (0.9), and T
GEA4
(0.8), shown in Table III . Of greater importance are energy differences. For atomization kinetic energies, also using the data in Ref. [17] , T TF gives the best averaged absolute error (0.25), which is worsened by gradient corrections. Since the GEA does not have the right quantum corrections from the edges, turning points and Coulomb cores [7] , GEA does not improve on the atomization process. However, the TF kinetic energy functional is always the dominant term. So, TF gives very good results on the atomization kinetic energies. But the error (0.29) of Eq. (16) is smaller than that of T GEA2 (0.36) and T GEA4 (0.44). In either case, Eq. (16) works better for atoms and molecules than the fourth-order gradient expansion. Thus, requiring asymptotic exactness is a useful and powerful constraint in functional design.
Jellium surfaces: We test this MGEA4 functional for jellium surface kinetic energies. As shown in Table  IV , the T (4) term in T GEA4 improves the jellium surface kinetic energy in comparison to the results of T GEA2 , but Eq. (16) worsens the jellium surface kinetic energies due to the strongly modified coefficient of T (4) . This is a confirmation of our general approach. By building in the correct aysmptotic behavior for atoms, including the Scott correction coming from the 1s region, we worsen energetics for systems without this feature.
Jellium spheres: We also investigate the kinetic energies of neutral jellium spheres (with KS densities using LDA exchange-correlation and with r S = 3.9) from Ref. [18] . The analysis of the results is based upon the liquid drop model of Refs. [19, 20] . We write
where R is the radius of the sphere of uniform positive background. Since we know the bulk (uniform) kinetic energy density, τ unif , and the surface kinetic energy σ S for a given functional, we can extract γ 
is the curvature energy of jellium. We calculate (r S , N ) using the TF, GEA, MGEA, and a Laplacianlevel meta-GGA (LmGGA) of Ref. [18] , which is explained further in the following subsection. From Table V, we observe that: (i) Gradient corrections in GEA Existing approximations: We suggest that the large-Z asymptotic expansion is a necessary condition that an accurate kinetic energy functional should satisfy, but is not sufficient. We show this by testing two kinds of semilocal approximations (GGA and meta-GGA) to the kinetic energy functionals.
Recently, Tran and Wesolowski [21] constructed a GGA-type kinetic energy functional using the conjointness conjecture. They found the enhancement factor by minimizing mean absolute errors of kinetic energies for closed-shell atoms. We evaluate the kinetic energies of atoms using this functional (T GGA ) and extract the asymptotic coefficients shown in Table I . This gives a good c 1 coefficient, with c 2 close to the exact value, and so is much more accurate than the GEA's.
Perdew and Constantin [18] constructed a LmGGA for the positive kinetic energy density τ that satisfies the local bound τ ≥ τ W , where τ W is the von Weizsäcker kinetic energy density, and tends to τ W as r → 0 in an atom. It recovers the fourth-order gradient expansion in the slowly-varying limit. We calculate the asymptotic coefficients shown in Table I for this functional. These values are better than those of T GEA4 . The good c 1 from T GEA4 appears somewhat fortuitous, since there is nothing about a slowly-varying density that is relevant to a cusp in the density. The good Scott correction c 1 from the LmGGA comes from correct physics: LmGGA recovers the von Weizsäcker kinetic energy density in the 1s cusp, without the spurious but integrable divergences of the integrand of T GEA4 . We finish by discussing other columns of the periodic table. We have also performed all these calculations on the noble gases. In fact, from studies of the asymptotic series [22] , it is known that the shell-structure occurs in the next order, Z 4/3 , and that the noble gases are furthest from the asymptotic curves. But Table VI shows our functionals work almost as well for the noble gas series.
V. MODERN PARAMETRIZATION OF THOMAS-FERMI DENSITY
Our asymptotic expansion study gives new reasons for studying large Z atoms. Our approximate functionals were tested on highly accurate densities, but ultimately, self-consistency is an important and more-demanding test. Any approximate functional yields an approximate density via the Euler equation. In this section, we present a new, modern parametrization of the neutral atom TF density, which is more accurate than earlier versions [23, 24] .
The TF density of a neutral atom can be written as
where a = (1/2)(3π/4) 2/3 and x = Z 1/3 r/a, and the dimensionless TF differential equation is
which satisfies the following initial conditions:
We construct a model for Φ which recovers the first eight terms of the small-x expansion and the leading term of the asymptotic expansion at large-x (Φ(x) → 144/x 3 , as x → ∞). Following Tal and Levy [25] , we use y = Table VII . The values of α i are fixed by the small y-expansion, while those of β i are found by minimization of the weighted sum of squared residuals, χ 2 , for 0 < y < 10. The χ 2 was minimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt method [26] . This method is for fitting when the model depends nonlinearly on the set of unknown parameters. 1000 points were used, equally spaced between y = 0 and y = 10. We plot the numerically exact Φ(y) and our model in Figure  4 , and the differences between them in Figure 5 . These graphs illustrate the accuracy of our parametrization. (22) to the exact solution, and those of αi are the parameters of small-y expansion [25] . B is given by 1.5880710226.
In Table VIII we calculate several moments using our model and existing models that were proposed by Gross and Dreizler [23] and Latter [24] . The Latter parametrization is
and the Gross-Dreizler model (which correctly removes the √ x term) is:
Lastly, we introduce an extremely simple model that we have found useful for pedagogical purposes (even when N differs from Z). We write
where α = (9/5 √ 5)( √ 3π/4) 1/3 and β = 1/2 − 1/π have been found from integration of the TF kinetic and Hartree energies, respectively, and R minimizes the TF total energy. For N = Z, this yields:
This crude approximation does not satisfy the correct initial conditions of Eq. (21):
To compare the quality of the various parametrizations, we calculate the p-th moment of the j-th power of Φ(x)/x:
Many quantities of interest can be expressed in terms of these moments: 1) Particle number: To ensure d 3 r n(r) = N , we require
2) TF kinetic energy: The TF kinetic energy is c 0 Z 7/3 , which implies
3) The Hartree energy is U = 1 2
3/2 Z 7/3 , which implies
4) The external energy is defined as
3/2 Z 7/3 for the exact TF density, which also implies Eq. (31).
5) The local density approximation (LDA) exchange energy is defined as E
2 Z 5/3 , which implies
is evaluated on the exact TF density which we calculate numerically. LDA exchange suffices [4, 5] for asymptotic exactness to the order displayed in Eqs. (3) and (4); for a numerical study, see Ref. [27] . Table  VIII shows that our modern parametrization is far more accurate than existing models by all measures, and that our simple pedagogical model is roughly correct for many features. Finally, we make some comparisons with densities of real atoms to illustrate those features of real atoms that are captured by TF. The radial density, s(r) (Eq. (12)), and q(r) (Eq. (13)) are given by
where
where g(x) is defined as Φ(x) − xΦ ′ (x). The gradient relative to the screening length is
, where k S (r) = 4k F (r)/π ,
and here
We also show large-and small-x limit behaviors of various quantities using Φ(x) → 144/x 3 as x → ∞ and Φ(x) → 1 − Bx + · · · as x → 0.
We plot the Z-scaled exact (self-consistent densities with OEP exact exchange functional) and TF radial densities of Ba (Z = 56) and Ra (Z = 88) in Figure 6 . Although the shell structure is missing, and the decay at a large distance is wrong, the overall shape of the TF density is relatively correct. In Figures 7, 8 , and 9, we plot the scaled s(r), q(r), and t(r) using the exact and the TF densities of Ba and Ra. In particular, t(r) measures how fast the density changes on the scale of the TF screening length, and its magnitude does not vary with Z in TF theory. From these figures, we see that s(r), q(r) and t(r) of the TF density diverge near the nucleus, since the TF density does not satisfy Kato's cusp condition. When N = Z → ∞ for a realistic density, s(r) is small except in the density tail (s ∼ Z −1/3 over most of the density), and q(r) is small except in the tail and 1s core regions (q ∼ Z −2/3 over most of the density). This is why gradient expansions for the kinetic and exchange energies, applied to realistic densities, work as well as they do in this limit. The kinetic and exchange energies have only one characteristic length scale, the local Fermi wavelength, but the correlation energy also has a different one, the local screening length. Since t(r) is not and does not become small in this limit, gradient expansions do not work well at all for the correlation energies of atoms [5] . The standard of "smallness" for s and q, and the more severe standard of smallness for t, are explained in Refs. [5] and [28] .
Finally we evaluate T (0) + T (2) on the TF density. We find the correct c 0 in the Z → ∞ expansion from T (0) , but c 1 vanishes, due to the absence of a proper nuclear cusp, and c 2 diverges because T (2) diverges at its lower limit of integration.
VI. SUMMARY
We have shown the importance of the large-N limit for density functional construction of the kinetic energy (with the functional evaluated on a Kohn-Sham density), and also provided a modern, highly accurate parameterization of the neutral-atom TF density. Our results should prove useful in the never-ending search for improved density functionals. For atoms and molecules, the large-N limit seems more important than the slowly-varying limit. On the ladder [29] of density-functional approximations, there are three rungs of semilocal approximations (followed by higher rungs of fully nonlocal ones). The LDA uses only the local density, the GGA uses also the density gradient, and the meta-GGA uses in addition the orbital kinetic energy density or the Laplacian of the density. For the exchange-correlation energy, the GGA rung cannot [5, 28] simultaneously describe the slowly-varying limit and the N = Z → ∞ limit for an atom, and we have found here that the same is true (but less severely by percent error of a given energy component) for the kinetic energy. This follows because, as N = Z → ∞, the reduced gradient s(r) of Eq. (12) becomes small over the energetically important regions of the atom, as can be inferred from Fig.  7 , so that a GGA reduces to its own second-order gradient expansion even in regions where a meta-GGA does not [5] (e.g., near a nucleus, where q(r) diverges but s(r) does not, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 ). For the kinetic as for the exchange-correlation energy, meta-GGA's [18] can recover both the slowly-varying and large-Z limits; it remains to be seen how well fully nonlocal approximations [30, 31] can do this.
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